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ABSTRACT

Molecular profiling of a tumor is crucial for personalized cancer treatment. A tumor’s genetic profile provides information concerning diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment. Circulating tumor DNA containing cancer-associated mutations reflecting this profile are present in blood plasma. There is a need for a sensitive method of detecting these rare mutant fragments, which occur among an abundance of wild-type DNA fragments originating from healthy cells. “SuperSelective” PCR primers have been developed that selectively amplify mutant target fragments, while ignoring related wild-type fragments. These primers can potentially enable the detection of ten mutant target fragments among one million wild-type fragments.

Therefore, we designed a set of SuperSelective primers, and an accompanying conventional reverse primer, that amplify clinically relevant mutations in codon 12 of the KRAS oncogene: Gly12Ala, Gly12Asp, Gly12Ser or Gly12Cys, and Gly12Val, which are mutated in a high percentage of all tumor types. We also designed a set of primers that amplify the β-Actin gene as a control to confirm that the assay is working, and to determine the amount of DNA present. We used molecular beacon probes to detect and quantitate each of the mutant amplicons.

These primers were studied in real-time PCR assays, and their designs were modified to improve the resulting sensitivity and selectivity. We then carried out experiments to determine the most efficient conditions for their use in digital PCR assays. We utilized three different digital PCR platforms: the Bio-Rad QX200 system, the Qiagen QIAcuity system, and the Stilla Technologies Naica System.

Assays were performed with each primer set, and then with all primer sets together, to amplify varying amounts of plasmid or genomic DNA fragments containing relevant KRAS mutations. We tested these systems with samples that mimic those found in blood using small amounts of mutant DNA in the presence of an excess of wild-type genomic DNA. The results demonstrate that SuperSelective PCR primers can amplify mutant DNA sensitively, while ignoring wild-type DNA, in digital PCR assays. This result serves as a model design for the sensitive multiplex detection of mutant ctDNAs in blood samples from cancer patients. Hopefully, such assays will significantly improve personalized cancer treatment.